An analysis of the imaging properties of nonlinear coherent four-wave mixing optical microscopes is presented. The generation and propagation of coherent signals are considered under conditions of high numerical aperture with a model that circumvents the need to use the slowly varying envelope approximation.
INTRODUCTION
The use of femtosecond pulsed excitation in microscopy has been recognized as an extremely powerful extension of the capabilities of advanced optical imaging.1,2 The major benefit of subpicosecond pulses is found in the availability of high peak powers at benign average powers, which permits the application of nonlinear optical techniques to microscopic studies of biological samples. Furthermore, nonlinear techniques share an axial resolution that is superior to that in one-photon imaging techniques. Because of the nonlinear dependence on the excitation intensities, the focal illumination volume is confined, inherently reducing the signal from out-of-focus regions.
Recently, nonlinear optical techniques such as secondand third-harmonic generation3,4 and coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (CARS),5-8were adopted in microscope configurations. The application of third-order four-wave mixing (FWM) optical methods with high spatial resolution has paved the way for the implementation of a broad spectrum of spectroscopic tools.9 Among them, CARS microscopy is particularly promising for biological imaging inasmuch as it permits spectrally selective probing of specific chemical species.
As opposed to multiphoton excited fluorescence, which is an incoherent process, FWM methods yield coherent signals. It is therefore suspected that the spatial distribution of coherent emission near the focal volume may significantly differ from its incoherent counterpart. Furthermore, whereas in the incoherent process the spatial resolution is conveniently expressed in terms of a pointspread function (PSF), a similar definition is less obvious for coherent signals. This is especially true when structures are imaged that are capable of inducing coherent polarization over the entire excitation volume. In this limit the coherent buildup process affects the spatial organization of the signal field, and the concept of a PSF is no longer applicable. The spatial pattern of the emission field will ultimately dictate the optimal resolution in nonlinear coherent imaging.
The generation and propagation of coherent waves are governed by the well-known optical wave equation.10 To describe the evolution of nonlinearly generated coherent radiation in confined focal volumes, one must take into account explicitly the diffraction contribution to the wave equation. Moreover, because the longitudinal extent of the focal regions of high-numerical-aperture (NA) objectives is of the order of a wavelength, the validity of the commonly used slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA)must be carefully considered. A similar situation occurs when the duration of the excitation pulses is so short that the spatial extent of the radiation burst compares with an optical wavelength.11 In both cases a straightforward application of the SVEA is no longer warranted, and a correct description of the development of coherent signals in either of these limits requires an evaluation of the wave equation beyond the SVEA.
In this paper we address the issue of coherent FWM signal generation in diffraction-limited focal volumes. A versatile model is presented that does not rely on the SVEA and is applicable to high-NA focusing conditions. In particular, we discuss the method of CARS microscopy as being a representative coherent FWM optical technique applied in a microscope configuration. Unlike in previous studies we explicitly calculate the focal intensity patterns. 12 -15 Differences between coherent (e.g., CARS) and incoherent (e.g., multiphoton excited fluorescence) signal generation are pointed out. Finally, we explore the limits of the SVEA compared with the exact analysis.
THEORY
Whenever a light field is incident upon a material, a polarization is induced. The polarization is generally modeled by a power series of the driving fields16: Hereχ(n) are the nth order susceptibility tensors, and the incident electric fields (Ei) are indexed with arbitrary numbers. The incident fields and the induced polarizationare functions of both space and time. In our analysis weassume that the duration of the temporal field envelopedoes not affect the evolution of the emission field. Forhigh-NA focusing conditions this implies that the spatial width of the excitation pulses should largely exceed thefocalinteraction length. Note that this quasi-cw electricfield criterion is readily fulfilled for pulses with durationsas short as 100 fs. Under these conditions we can extract the time-dependent oscillating term, and the fieldscan be written as whereall the spatial variables r = (x, y, z) are contained in the terms Ei(r) and Pi(r).
Nonlinear FWM techniquesrely on the polarization of the material that is proportionalto χ (3) . The CARS signal-generation process is governedby the third-order susceptibility tensor, and its contribution to the nonlinear polarization is given by17
where we have assumed that the pump and the probe beamsare degenerate. The subscripts p and S refer to the pump, probe, and Stokes fields, respectively, and z correspondsto the direction of the optical axis. One usuallyobtains the optimal imaging qualities of high-NA objectivesby overfilling the back aperture of the lens. We therefore assume that all beams are collinear and exhibit flat wave fronts on entrance of the microscope unit. A schematiclayout of the collinear CARS microscope in the transmission mode is presented in Fig. 1 . Because the excitation densities are highest near the focal spot, nonlinearprocesses are most likely to occur in this region. It istherefore sufficient to consider only the incident spatial fielddistribution near the focus, which can be written for diffraction-limited beams as18 where J 0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function. The parameters u and v are the normalized axial and lateral optical coordinates, respectively; defined by19 where sin a is the numerical aperture of the objective lens and λi is the wavelength of the incident light. The induced polarization acts as a source for the coherent emission field E c(r, t) via the wave equation that follows from Maxwell's equations:
Given the low conversion efficiency as well as the short interaction lengths, a perturbative description, which ignores the effect of depletion of the incident radiation fields, seems plausible. Because of the rotational symmetry of the problem it is convenient to express the La- This is a second-order nonhomogeneous differential equation that describes the generation and propagation of a coherent field in the presence of a driving polarization. In the spatial-frequency domain, diffraction effects are explicitly taken into account by the term 4π2ρ2 on the right hand side ofEq. (9) . The formal solution ofEq. (9) can be written as where Eo + and Eo-are determined by the far-field boundary conditions; k' is an effective wave vector, given
The solution is composed of two waves, E c +(ρ, z) and E c -(ρ, z), that propagate with wave vectors kc and -kc, respectively, along the optical axis. Both waves depend on wave-vector-mismatch terms, which are given as Δk -= 2kp -kS -k c and
Whereas the forwardpropagating beam is not affected by the wave-vector mismatch in the absence of any dispersion, the backwardpropagating beam is seriously altered by the mismatch
Δk+.
We shall consider only the signal beam that travels in the direction of the excitation beams (transmission mode) because the intensity of the forward-propagating wave by far exceeds the intensity of the backwardpropagating field. Assuming a zero initial far-field contribution for the signal amplitude (Eo + = 0), the envelope of the signal can be rewritten as Note that Eq. (11) is derived directly from the exact wave equation and circumvents the need to use the SVEA. In Appendix A an alternative derivation of the signal is given, in which SVEA is imposed. Within the SVEA the signal field can be expressed as It is instructive to compare Eq. (11) with Eq. (12) . In the limit of low NA the field derived in the SVEA approaches the solution given in Eq. (11), as one can easily verify by realizing that for small values of ρ the following relations
Under the condition that any diffraction effects can be ignored, only the lowest spatial frequencies contribute to the solution. In this case (ρ ≈ 0), both equations reduce to a solution that depends only on the position along the optical axis: Equation (13) corresponds to the general solution of the one-dimensional wave equation in the SVEA that can be found in many textbooks.10 Clearly, if lenses with high NA's are considered, contributions at higher spatial frequencies can no longer be neglected, and Eq. (13) fails to describe the effects of diffraction. A correct description of the signal field, therefore, requires the evaluation of Eq. The procedure for calculating the coherent field is organized as follows: For a particular plane perpendicular to the optical axis, the induced polarization is calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (4) . The result is transformed to the frequency domain by use of a discrete Hankel transform and substituted as a source term into Eq. (11) . One performs the integration numerically by repeating the procedure for successive planes at discrete steps along the optical axis. The signal field is finally found by transformation of the complex amplitude back to the spatial domain through the inverse Hankel transform2o given by Whereas the exact three-dimensional distribution of the coherent signal is rather difficult to reach experimentally, one can easily obtain a measure for the axial resolution by scanning a thick (semi-infinite) slab of optically active material axially through focus. For coherent signals the edge response is given as Note that Eq. (15) is valid when an infinitely large detector monitors the signal. If the signal is collimated by a second objective that is collinearly positioned, we may calculate the total amount of signal generated at plane u that is captured by the collimating lens as where a = NAcol/λccorresponds to the maximum spatial frequency that is monitored by the detection objective. In the derivation ofEq. (16) we assumed that all signal is registered by a photodetector without introducing any pinhole.
RESULTS
In general, the nonlinear emission intensity depends on wave-vector mismatch Δk. In many nonlinear spectroscopic methods the minimization of Δk is an important factorin the optimization of the signal. Under high-NA conditions, however, the effective interaction length Lint is significantly reduced to the micrometer range. In the visiblespectral range with normally dispersive materials, the wave-vector mismatch product ΔkLint does not significantlyaffect the strength of the emission field, as is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the effect of wave mismatch on the total CARS signal in an aqueous medium is plotted as a functionof NA. For NA's of 0.3 and higher the total signal is not altered considerably by the mismatch factor, evenif the pump and Stokes wavelengths differ by more than 300 nm. Therefore, assuming high-NA (larger than 0.3)conditions, we can safely neglect the wave-mismatch contribution.
In Fig. 3(a) the spatial organization of the CARS signal is shown in the focal region where it is focused into a homogeneousbulk material by an objective with aNA of 0.9. It is obvious that the intensity pattern of the coherent emissiondiffers significantly from the corresponding excitation intensity (∝Ip2ls) that is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The symmetry of the excitation profile is broken in the coherentbuildup process of the CARS signal. At a given plane perpendicular to the optical axis, both the accumulation ofsignal along the optical axis and the diffraction-induced flowof energy in the lateral direction shape the final contours of the signal intensity. The distinct pattern of the CARS signal is a direct consequence of the coherent nature of the process. Nonlinear signals that exhibit a similar power dependence on the incident fields but rely on incoherent addition of signal waves show emission characteristics similar to the intensity distribution in Fig.  3(b) . This situation pertains, for instance, to the focal intensity of multi photon-excited fluorescence. The striking dissimilarities between the focal fields of coherent and incoherent signals emphasize the distinctive imaging mode in coherent FWM microscopy.
Differences between the excitation and the coherent signalintensity along the axial axis are illustrated in Fig.  4(a) . The rise of illumination intensity is accompanied bythe generation of coherent signal. Although the excitation energy peaks at the focal plane, the maximum of the CARS signal is slightly offset from this plane, indicatingthat growth of the signal persists just beyond the focal point. Away from the focal plane the illumination intensitydrops and the growth in the signal decreases. In this region,the profile of the signal is dominated by diffraction ofcoherent radiation away from the optical axis, resulting in an asymmetric tail. The signal properties in the lateral direction are given in Fig. 4(b) . The coherently generated CARS signal shows a higher intensity in the wings relative to the excitation profile. This property is ascribedto the diffraction of accumulated signal into this region. The resultant focal intensity has broadened with respect to the spatial confinement of the incident radiation.
The flow of energy in the lateral dimension strongly depends on the size of the excitation volume. In Fig. 5 the distribution of the signal intensity in the focal plane is shown for various values of λp /λs . For increasing values of λp /λ s the illumination spot contracts in both dimensions. A more-confined illumination intensity corresponds to a more-pronounced contribution of energy that is diffracted into the wings. The significance of diffraction thus grows when the size of the excitation volume is reduced. This implies that in CARS microscopy the pro- Fig. 2 . Wave-vectormismatch factor in water for collinear CARSgeometry as a function of NA. Stokes wavelength, 800 nm. Solid curve: pump wavelength, 600 nm; spectral shift, 4167em-I. Dashedcurve: pump wavelength,500 nm; spectral shift, 7500em-I. Interaction length L is definedby the FWHM of the focalexcitation intensity along the optical axis. file of the emISSIOnfield differs for different shifts in wavelength between the pump and the Stokes beams. The discussion above underlines the influence of diffraction on the final signal. Although the initial signal accumulation occurs mainly in the direction of the optical axis, a significant amount of energy is diffracted at certain angles while the signal is traversing the focal volume. A glance at the CARS signal profile [ Fig. 3(a) ] reveals that part of the signal is diffracted into regions where the excitation density is almost negligible [ Fig.  3(b) ]. This feeding mechanism permits growth of signal in regions with excitation intensities of only 10-4%. Accordingly, the volume responsible for the final signal is significantly larger than its corresponding excitation volume. Because of this strong signal dependence on the details of the excitation field we suspect that the FWM signal is particularly sensitive to aberrations.
In general, the imaging properties of a coherent FWM microscope critically depend on the spatial dimension and optical characteristics of the object in focus. Under the condition that the optical activity is homogeneously distributed throughout the object, the size of the object will still affect the spatial characteristics of the coherent emission. The profile in Fig. 3(a) was calculated for an infinite material. This limit relates to objects that scale well beyond the dimensions of the focal excitation volume. The other extreme occurs if the object can be considered to be a point object, i.e., if the dimensions of the object are much smaller than the volume of the focal excitation intensity. In this case the nonlinear signal is generated at a single point in space. The integration of Eq. (11) over the spatial coordinates can be omitted, and the signal is just proportional to the induced polarization.
In this situation the microscope behaves as an incoherent imaging system. Consequently, the image of a pointlike object that is scanned through focus mimics the excitation profile, and the recorded figure is a convolution of the PSF and the object function. For larger-sized objects, however, the proportionality between excitation and emission is lost, and the convolution procedure is no longer warranted.
In optical microscopy of biological materials, the sample is in general composed of many objects that vary in size, ranging from pointlike objects to large bulky structures.
Between these extremes, we may encounter entities whose magnitudes compare with the focal excitation volume. In this intermediate regime the signal is affected by the coherent buildup process as well as by the spatial profile of the object. Unless the illuminated object falls within the point-source limit, the image monitored is not a simple convolution of the object with a PSF. At a given point, a simulation of the signal in this regime needs full evaluation of the wave equation over the spatial extent of the object. This implies that a straightforward deconvolution procedure as is commonly applied in confocal fluorescence microscopy2I is inappropriate in reconstructing the original contours of the object when it is measured with CARS microscopy.
The object-dependent coherent buildup of the signal complicates the experimental determination of spatial resolution in a FWM microscope. However, the axialedge response of a thick layer is a convenient measure for the axial resolution in the coherent as well as in the incoherent nonlinear optical microscope. Figure 6 depicts the axial-edge response for both the coherent CARS signal and the corresponding nonlinear incoherent signal when a thick slab of optically active material is scanned axially through focus. Both profiles show a sheer increase near the focal point and a gradually decreasing growth of the signal after passage of the focal plane. The apparent differences in the responses reflect the origin of the way in which the signals are generated. Whereas the incoherent signal saturates when the excitation intensity diminishes, the coherent signal still shows moderate growth. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the growing interaction length counterbalances the decrease of the excitation intensity. The profile that is measured by scanning of a thick slab of optically active material along the optical axis proves to be insensitive to NA. The shape of the contour hardly changes within the NArange of 0.25-0.9. Differences are subtle and will be obscuredby experimental uncertainties in a practical realization of the z scan. This finding establishes the method of scanning a thick layer as a measure for axial resolution in a coherent nonlinear microscope.
In a FWM microscope the signal is detected in the forward direction (Fig. 1) . In general, a second objective is usedto capture the divergent signal beam to optimize for maximal signal-detection efficiency. The amount of signal detected depends on the characteristics of the collimating objective as well. In Fig. 7 the relative amount of CARSsignal collimated by the second objective is plotted as a function of the NA when identical NA's are used for excitation and collection. At low NA, approximately 84% ofthe signal is collected by the detection lens. The losses canbe ascribed to signal waves that are diffracted under larger angles that are no longer intercepted by the second lens. For a NA that exceeds 0.5 the fraction of collimated signal is reduced. This result is in concert with the observation that diffraction of signal waves becomes more pronounced for higher NA. Given the NA of the excitation objective, more than 99% of the signal may be collectedif the NA of the second objective is 1.4 times larger.
So far we have considered the spatial distribution of the coherent signal that was evaluated by use of the exact solution of the wave equation. Next we shall compare these results with calculations based on the SVEA. The SVEAstates that the change in the growth of the coherent signal is insignificant within the size of an optical wavelength. For low-NA lenses the SVEA is expected to predict reliably the contours of the signal field. However, when the focal interaction length compares with an optical wavelength the SVEA is no longer valid. Figure 8 compares the profiles of a z scan calculated either by an exact analysis or by imposing the SVEA [Eq. (12) ] for a NAobjective of 0.9. As one can judge, the SVEA slightly underestimates the growth of the signal intensity; the overall agreement between the curves is, however, sensible. For lower NA values, the profile predicted by the SVEAgradually approximates the correct result. At a NA of 0.5 the difference between the curves is nearly indiscernible. Although omission of the second-order derivative term introduces apparent dissimilarities in the z scan, invoking the SVEA does not lead to dramatic changes in the coherent emission characteristics.
Spatial confinement of the optical field, as is achieved with high-NA lenses, does not cause an exceptional discrepancy between the result based on the SVEA and the exact result. We therefore conclude that the SVEA gives a good approximation of the actual emission field.
CONCLUSIONS
Nonlinear coherent four-wave mixing microscopy reveals some profound differences from the commonly used incoherent (nonlinear) fluorescence mode of the microscope. In examining a model that includes the detailed process of coherent signal accumulation in diffraction-limited focal volumes, we found that the signal volume is shaped both by coherent signal buildup along the optical axis and diffraction-induced flow of energy away from the optical axis. The final contours of the signal field are dictated by the details of the excitation field as well as by the spatial extent of the object. Moreover, the ultimate resolution of the FWM microscope is affected by the magnitude of the object that is being imaged. Whereas the imaging of a point object directs one to the incoherent limit, largersized objects alter the effective volume from which the coherent signal emerges. Unlike with the incoherent microscope, the detected signal is not a convolution of the object with a point-spread function. Consequently, deconvolution procedures that are commonly used in fluorescence microscopy studies cannot be applied in a straightforward manner to FWM microscopy. A suitable method that provides insight into the performance of the coherent FWM microscope is the axial scan of an optically active layer through focus, which proves to be practically independent of numerical aperture. Finally, we stress that although the slowly varying envelope approximation underestimates the rate of signal accumulation along the optical axis, the use of the SVEA does not lead to erroneous predictions of coherent signal intensities in optical microscopy.
APPENDIX A
To derive an expression for the signal field in the SVEA we assume that the optical axis is the major forwardpropagation axis and that the amplitude can be written as The left-hand side of Eq. (A2) can be simplified by a requirement that the first term be much smaller than the second:
This approximation is the SVEA. When this approximation is made, the equation can be rearranged in the spatial-frequency domain as Solving Eq. (A4) leads to Eq. (12) of Section 2. E. O. Potma's e-mail addressispotma@chem.rug.nl.
